2Checkout Named Leader in E-Commerce Software
and Subscription Management and High Performer
in E-Commerce Platforms on G2 Crowd
Positive user reviews lead to top rankings in multiple categories for 2Checkout,
marking it as an industry leader with high levels of customer satisfaction.

ATLANTA, GA – April 30, 2018 – 2Checkout (formerly Avangate) today announced that it was
ranked a leader in Grid® Reports for E-Commerce Software overall and Subscription Management,
as well as a high performer in the E-Commerce Platforms category, by G2 Crowd, a leading
business solutions review website.
2Checkout achieved high rankings by receiving positive reviews from verified users in the G2
Crowd community. For inclusion in the report, products must have at least 10 validated reviews.
Top products in each category are determined by customer satisfaction (based on user reviews)
and scale (based on market share, vendor size, and social impact).
“Rankings on G2 Crowd reports are based on data provided to us by real users,” said Michael
Fauscette, Chief Research Officer, G2 Crowd. “We are excited to share the achievements of the
products ranked on our site because they represent the voice of the user and offer terrific insights
to potential buyers around the world.”
“2Checkout is proud to be included in the latest G2 Crowd rankings for E-Commerce Software and
Subscription Management,” said Erich Litch, Chief Revenue Officer at 2Checkout. “We strive to
provide our users with all the tools they need to achieve e-commerce success. With our end-toend modularized digital commerce solution, we simplify complexities like payment methods,
subscription billing, taxes, compliance and risk so merchants can stay focused on continuously
innovating their business. We are pleased to have our efforts recognized by real users in these
rankings.”
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A recent G2 Crowd review praises 2Checkout’s “Reliable service, with no problems” and Friendly
and helpful support,” while noting its support for “Global payment processing, plus affiliate
solution, all in one package.” Another review confirms the platform has “All the flexibility and
reporting you need. We have grown our business considerably thanks to [its] order processing
system.”
Learn more about what real users have to say on 2Checkout’s G2Crowd review page.
###
About G2 Crowd
G2 Crowd, the world’s leading business solution review platform, leverages more than 381,000
user reviews to drive better purchasing decisions. Business professionals, buyers, investors, and
analysts use the site to compare and select the best software and services based on peer reviews
and synthesized social data. Every month, more than one million people visit G2 Crowd’s site to
gain unique insights.

About 2Checkout (formerly Avangate)
2Checkout, a Francisco Partners portfolio company, is the digital commerce & payments provider
that helps companies sell their products and services via multiple channels, acquire customers
across multiple touch points, increase customer and revenue retention, leverage smarter payment
options and subscription billing models, and maximize sales conversion rates. The company's
clients include ABBYY, Absolute, Bitdefender, FICO, HP Software, Kaspersky Lab, and many more
companies across the globe.
Avangate acquired 2Checkout in March 2017. More information about 2Checkout’s Avangate
platform and related services can be found on www.avangate.com.
More information on 2Checkout can be found on www.2checkout.com
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